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: Private house in Topanga, California, USA   |   OAK Country, brushed and white oiled

The epitome of the country house plank, the mafi OAK Country, has been given a modern interpretation in this 280 m2 large house. The characterful boards 
impress thanks to large knots and a lively grain pattern. mafi works constantly to raise awareness for the natural and genuine use of the entire tree. This also 
includes knots and the occasional crack.

The symmetrical 3-layer construction ensures the stability necessary, even on under floor heating or in wet areas. For this, mafi uses the same wood with the 
same strength for both the top and back layers, resulting in a counter-layer which greatly reduces the natural movement of the wood. The white oiled surface 
and silk-matt appearance break up the traditional colour of the Oak, without affecting the natural appearance of the wood. This makes the difference that one 
can feel, a place to relax, a room for inspiration and development - in short a Home. [Read more on mafi.com]
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: mafi.com   |   Product Search by Customer wish

For some, the material is the deciding factor, for others purely the colour, while some just like to 
be inspired. The duty to know one’s customers is a central part, but also somewhat challenging 
part, of the task we constantly face. Our new website mafi.com was uncompromisingly designed 
to directly meet the needs of our customers and offers architects, partners or private customers 
an overview and space for ideas.

The way to the right, individual mafi natural wooden floor can thus be found through detailed 
images, colours, room images, existing references or guidelines. In this way we want to provide 
an initial orientation, promote creativity and optimally support the required consultation with our 
specialist partners. [mafi.com]

: Give-Away   |   Sample bag, tool box or Beach-bag?
 
The lovingly called mafi Jumbo Bag is our perfect all-purpose bag for 
various applications. mafi hand samples can easily be transported 
in large quantities, and on construction sites the bag functions as 
a holdall for wood off-cuts or even as a tool box. Apart from that, 
they also hold up to four mafi architect sets in one bag. With a 
wink of the eye, there are already reports of their first missions as 
a shopping bag or Beach-bag.
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